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4.7 Configuring the 140 NOC 78• 00 Head Module as 
an EtherNet/IP Adapter

Introduction

This section describes how to configure the 140 NOC 78• 00 head module to act as 
an EtherNet/IP adapter, using a functionality called local slave. The head module 
supports up to 3 instances of local slaves. 

In its role as a EtherNet/IP adapter, the module initiates no messages. Instead, it 
responds to:

implicit messaging requests from a scanner device in the network
explicit messaging requests—directed to the head module’s assembly object 
(see page 212) — from other devices on the network

NOTE: If no local slave instance is enabled, the head module can respond to explicit 
messaging requests directed at its CIP objects other than the assembly object.

What’s in this Section?

This section contains the following topics:

Topic Page

Introducing the Local Slave 143

Configuring a Local Slave 146

Local Slave Inputs and Outputs 151
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Introducing the Local Slave

Local Slave Networking Example

The Ethernet communication module supports up to 3 instances of the local slave 
functionality. The local slave functionality allows other scanners on the network to 
read from, and write to, the Ethernet communication module using implicit 
messaging. Each local slave instance can accept one exclusive owner connection 
and one listen only connection. Through a local slave, a remote scanner can access 
the communication module’s CIP assembly object (see page 212). The local slave 
function is especially beneficial for peer-to-peer data exchanges at a repetitive rate.

NOTE: 

The Ethernet communication module can provide 3 local slave adapter instances, 
while simultaneously performing as a scanner. These roles are not mutually 
exclusive.
The local slave is exclusively an EtherNet/IP functionality.
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In the following example, the local slave instance is part of the following topology:

1 primary PLC (containing remote I/O, distributed I/O, and control head modules)
2 standby PLC
3 DRS connecting remote I/O and distributed I/O devices to the main ring
4 distributed I/O device (Advantys STB island)
5 third-party PLC
6 PC
7 remote I/O devices
8 main ring
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9 Modicon X80 racks — connected to the PLCs via copper cable — containing 
BMX NRP 020• fiber converter modules to extend the distance between the 2 PLCs 
beyond 100 m

10 control network (connected to the primary and standby PLCs)
11 CPU-sync link (fiber cable)
12 fiber cable connecting the two BMX NRP 020• modules to extend the distance between 

the 2 PLCs beyond 100 m

This sample configuration includes the following devices:
A primary PLC (1) incorporates the 140 NOC 780 00 head module with one local 
slave instance enabled. The PLC scans I/O data from remote devices (4).
A standby PLC (2) listens to the scan of the primary PLC’s local slave by the third-
party PLC (5).
DRS (3)
An Advantys STB island (4) includes an STB NIC 2212 EtherNet/IP network 
interface module plus 8 I/O modules.
A third-party scanner (5) lacks adapter capability and therefore cannot itself be 
scanned by the primary PLC:

The scanner collects data from sources that are not part of this network.
The scanner writes data to inputs of the primary PLC’s local slave.
The scanner scans the primary PLC’s local slave’s output data through an 
exclusive owner connection.

A PC (6) runs this software:
Unity Pro
the Unity Pro configuration tool
Advantys configuration software

NOTE: 

Because the third-party scanner (5) and the standby scanner (2) both receive the 
same data from the local slave, confirm that the requested packet interval (RPI) 
settings of the third-party scanner’s exclusive owner connection and the standby 
scanner’s listen-only connection are the same.
By enabling a local slave on the primary PLC (1):

The PLC (1) allows the third-party PLC (5) to write to it at a repetitive rate, 
even if the PLC is not capable of acting as an adapter.
The standby PLC (2) is able to scan the primary PLC (1) at a repetitive rate, 
rather than through application-intensive explicit messaging.

The following topics show you how to use Unity Pro software installed in the PC (6) 
to configure a local slave, and to create input and output items in support of the peer-
to-peer data transfers between and among scanners.
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Configuring a Local Slave

Description

The Ethernet communication module presents 3 identical Local Slave configuration 
pages. Use each page to configure a separate local slave instance. Create a local 
slave instance by:

enabling and naming the local slave
specifying the size of local slave input and output assemblies
configuring local slave variable names

To display this page, select one of the 3 Local Slave nodes in the navigation tree 
located on the left side of the Device Editor.

NOTE: Refer to the topic Configuring Properties in the Device Editor (see page 83) 
for instructions on how to edit properties.

The following steps describe a sample configuration for Local Slave 1. Your 
configuration may be different.

Configuration Example: Local Slave 1

In the sample network configuration, the application in the third-party PLC produces 
data, which is available in the PLC’s Ethernet communication module as inputs. In 
this example, the third-party device produces the following information:

production totals for manufacturing line A
production totals for manufacturing line B
the number of production interruption events for line A
the number of production interruption events for line B

Any information that needs to be passed to the third-party device — for example, 
confirmation that data from the third-party device has been received by the PLC —
is accessible in the third-party device as input data. In this example, the third-party 

device is programmed to scan Local Slave 1 for this confirmation.

When configuring inputs and outputs in both the local slave and the third-party PLC, 
associate inputs and outputs as follows: 

Associate these local slave items: with these third-party PLC items:

outputs (T -> O) — assembly instance 111 inputs — assembly instance 111

inputs (O -> T) — assembly instance 112 outputs — assembly instance 112
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The configured Local Slave page looks like this:
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Enabling and Naming the Local Slave

Use the Properties section of the Local Slave page to enable (or disable) and 
identify the local slave.

Configuring the Size of Local Slave Input and Output Assemblies

Use the Assemblies section of the Local Slave page to configure the size of the 
local slave inputs and outputs. The assembly numbers are non-editable, and are 
assigned by Unity Pro as follows:

Setting Description

Number The unique number — or identifier — assigned to the 
device. By default, Unity Pro assigns:

000 = local slave 1
001 = local slave 2
002 = local slave 3

In this example, accept the default 000.

Active Configuration Enabled activates the local slave.
Disabled de-activates the local slave, but saves the 
current local slave settings.

In this example, select Enabled.

Comment An optional free text comment field up to 80 characters 
maximum. 
In this example, leave blank.

Connection bit Auto-generated integer (0...127) indicating the offset of 
the connection’s:

health bit, located in the module’s input area
control bit, located in the module’s output area

Note: This setting is auto-generated after the local slave 
settings are input and the network configuration is saved.

Assembly number Local slave number Used for connection

101 1 T->O 1

102 1 O->T Exclusive Owner

103 1 Configuration

199 1 O->T Listen Only

111 2 T->O

112 2 O->T Exclusive Owner

113 2 Configuration

1. In this table:
O indicates the originator — or scanner —device.
T indicates the target — or adapter —device.
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The Local Slave assembly settings include:.

NOTE: When using explicit messaging to read the Ethernet communication 
module’s assembly object, allocate sufficient room for the response, because the 
size of the response will equal the sum of:

the assembly size + Reply service (1 byte) + General Status (1 byte)

200 2 O->T Listen Only

121 3 T->O

122 3 O->T Exclusive Owner

123 3 Configuration

201 3 O->T Listen Only

Setting Description

Outputs (T->O) A read-only value (see table, above).
In this example, 101.

Outputs (T->O) Size The maximum size — in bytes — reserved for local slave 
outputs — an integer from 1 to 509. 
In this example, only 2 output bytes are used: type in 2. 

Inputs (O->T) A read-only value (see table, above).
In this example, 102.

Inputs (O->T) Size The maximum size — in bytes — reserved for local slave 
inputs — an integer from 0 to 505. 
In this example, only 8 input bytes are used: type in 8. 

Configuration A read-only value (see table, above).
In this example, 103.

Configuration Size A read-only value set to 0.

Assembly number Local slave number Used for connection

1. In this table:
O indicates the originator — or scanner —device.
T indicates the target — or adapter —device.
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Configuring Local Slave I/O Variable Names

Each input and output that Unity Pro creates for your application has both a non-
editable structure name (used by Unity Pro to internally identify input and output 
items) and an editable variable name.

Use the I/O Structure Name section of the Local Slave page to:
view and edit local slave input and output variable names
view non-editable local slave structure names

The following property settings have been made in this example:

If you have edited one or more variable names, you can restore the default variable 
names by clicking the Default Name button.

Setting Description

Input:

Structure Name The read-only name for input structures. By default, it is the 
concatenation of:

the prefix T_
the alias device name — in this case Q_NOC78000
the device number —in this case 01
the suffix _IN

In this case, the default would be T_Q_NOC78000_01_IN.

Variable Name The editable base name for input variables. By default, it is the 
concatenation of:

the alias device name — in this case Q_NOC78000
the device reference — in this case 01
the suffix _IN

In this case, the default would be Q_NOC78000_01_IN.
For this example, accept the default variable name.

Output:

Structure Name The read-only name for output structures. By default, it is the 
concatenation of:

the prefix T_
the alias device name — in this case Q_NOC78000_01
the suffix _OUT

In this case, the default would be T_Q_NOC78000_01_OUT.

Variable Name The editable base name for output variables. By default, it is the 
concatenation of:

the alias device name — in this case Q_NOC78000
the device number — in this case 01
the suffix _OUT

In this case, the default would be Q_NOC78000_01_OUT.
For this example, accept the default variable name.
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Local Slave Inputs and Outputs

Introduction

The Ethernet communication module serves as an adapter when the 
Active Configuration field is set to Enabled in the configuration window for one (or 
more) of the module’s local slave nodes.

When a local slave instance of an Ethernet communication module is enabled, the 
designated memory location allocated to that instance is exposed to, and can be 
accessed by, other devices.

The I/O data exchange, between the remote device and the local slave, is 
configured as part of the remote device’s configuration settings.

Configuring the I/O Items

You can configure input and output items in groups of 1 or more single bits, 8-bit 
bytes, 16-bit words, 32-bit dwords, or 32-bit IEEE floating values. The number of 
items you create depends upon the data type and size of each item.

The process for creating and defining I/O items for the local slave is the same as for 
any adapter class device, and depends upon the type of items you wish to create.

In support of the ongoing configuration example, the following items are required:
4 input word items
1 output word item

NOTE: The items created, below, are designed to hold data received from, or sent 
to, the third-party scanner. In addition to these items, it is necessary to include logic 
in the application programs in which the Ethernet communication module and the 
third-party scanner, respectively, are included. Writing this code is beyond the scope 
of this example.
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Creating Input Word Items

To create input items for local slave 01:

Step Action

1 Select the Input tab to open that page:

NOTE: In this example, each row represents a byte. Because the items you create 
will be a 16-bit words, each item consists of 2 rows.

2 In the Default Item Name Root input box type: ProductionTotal_LineA.

3 Starting at the beginning of the table, select the first two rows: 0 and 1:
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4 Click the Define Item(s) button.
Result: The Item Name Definition dialog opens:

5 Select WORD as the New Item(s) Data Type, then click OK.
Result: A new item is created:

6 Click Apply to save the new items, and leave the page open.

7 Repeat steps 2 - 6 for each new word item you need to create. In this example, 
that includes the following items:

Rows 2-3, Default Items Name Root: ProductionTotal_LineB
Rows 4-5: Default Items Name Root: Events_LineA
Rows 6-7: Default Items Name Root: Events_LineB

8 Create output words.

Step Action
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Creating Output Word Items

To create output items for local slave 01:

Step Action

1 Click the Output tab to open the following page:

NOTE: In this example, each row represents a byte. Because the only item you will 
create is a 16-bit word, you will select 2 rows.

2 In the Default Item Name Root input box type: DataReceived.

3 Starting at the beginning of the table, select the first 2 rows, 0 and 1:
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4 Click the Define Item(s) button.
Result: The Item Name Definition dialog opens:

5 Select WORD as the New Item(s) Data Type, then click OK.
Result: A new item is created:

6 Click OK to close the Items window.

7 Select File → Save to save your edits. 

Step Action
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Using Local Slave Inputs and Outputs

The inputs and outputs created, above, are used as follows:
The third-party device updates values of the following variables:

ProductionTotal_LineA
ProductionTotal_LineB
Events_LineA
Events_LineB

The Ethernet communication module updates value of the DataReceived 
variable in the third-party device at the configured RPI.


